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Abstract 
 

 
 

 
Problems in cognitive processes were reported in infertile persons. The present study            

has focused on biases as a type of cognitive vulnerability in these persons. The aim was at 
first, to determine whether there are memory, attention and problem-solving baises in these 
persons., and then which type of processing there are involved? One hundred ten subjects 
participated in the study including 55 infertile (30 females and 25 males), and 55 fertile (30 
females and 25 males). In memory, subjects were asked to listen to a list of words including 
12 infertility related words, 12 neutral words and 12 animal names. They were given free 
recall test to remember as many word as possible and then they were asked to recognize 
target words among 36 distractor words. In attention, the subjects were required to name the 
color of 34 words (17 infertility related and 17 neutral) as fast as possible. The subject’s 
reaction time was recorded by computer. In problem solving, the subjects were required to 
complete 10 words (5 infertility related and 5 neutral) which were fragmented by some 
letters. Repeated messure analysis variance was used, in memory, the design was 2 groups 
(fertile, infertile)×2 sex (male, female)×3 type of word (infertility related, neutral and animal 
name) and in attention the design was 2 group (fertile and infertile)× 2 sex (male, female)× 2 
type of word (infertility related and neutral), in problem solving independent T test was used 
for comparison between fertile and infertile women. The results of memory tests showed that 
infertile women as compared to fertile men recalled and recognized more infertility related 
words than other type of words. In attention test, there was no significant difference in 
reaction time between infertile and fertile groups in infertility related words and neutral 
words. In problem solving test in neutral words, infertile women as compared with fertile 
men, completed fewer words significantly, but in infertility related words there was no 
significant difference between them. Since, memory and problem solving the processes are 
deep and strategic and in attention are automatic, the results of memory and problem solving, 
showed that infertile women process the infertility related stimulus in controlled, strategic, 
and deep manner, and on the basis of attention results, they do not show the automatic and 
uncontrolled processing. Thus in treatment of psychological consequence of infertility, 
cognitive methods are the best method, because they focus directly on conscious thought.   
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